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CARAVAN AND MOTORHOME
PRODUCT RANGE
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THE HOME OF
TAILORED COVERS

For over 35 years we have pioneered the protective
vehicle cover industry and have a heritage our competitors
can only envy.
Specialised Covers is proud to be partnered with some
of the industry’s most renowned manufacturers.
Our experience and the skilled craftsmanship that goes into all
of our cover products for these brands is also available to you
for your pride and joy. We believe a protective cover should
do exactly that - protect. We use the very best fabrics and our
tailored designs give our covers their unique fit, which is second
to none.
Specialised Covers provide Savile Row style tailoring for your
vehicles. The covers we create are completely bespoke. We
work around each curve and angle, with meticulous precision,
to ensure a Specialised Cover that fits as well as a tailor made
suit. Just like a Savile Row suit, each cover is tailored with a
specific purpose and person in mind.
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Specialised Covers also make bespoke protective covers for
cars, motorhomes, helicopters, aeroplanes and motorbikes.
An extensive database of vehicle patterns is available,
making ordering your covers a gratifying process. We have
thousands of tailored patterns available and if we don’t
have yours our design team can visit the vehicle to take a
custom pattern.
All Specialised Covers are manufactured in-house, in the UK,
under ISO 9001 quality supervision. Whilst using the most up
to date manufacturing techniques, our production facility in
West Yorkshire houses some of the UK’s most experienced
tailors, designers, seamstresses and a state of the art digital
cutting machine.

“For over 35 years we have
pioneered the protective
vehicle cover industry”
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WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
TO THE PROBLEM

Caravans are expensive, they’re your home from home.
Maintaining their condition and repairing them is not cheap
either. Each season you will tow your caravan up and down the
country, some of you even abroad. You can clock up hundreds
of miles in all weather conditions and on all road surfaces.
Your caravan can then be stood for 3-4 months unused, left
to withstand what the winter elements
throw at it.
Your caravan is exposed to so many detrimental effects of
both towing and long term storage. From stone chips and dirt
that are stubborn to clean off, to UV damage on your paintwork
and rubbers seals, everyone has experienced arriving on site
with their caravan splattered in unsightly mud and dirt and
found themselves cleaning it down at the start of every season.
With a Tow Pro and Storage cover, you eliminate these issues.
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We spoke with caravan repair experts about the costs
of repairing damage caused by towing and storage.

DID YOU KNOW...

– When trading in your caravan, dealers inspecting the
condition can reduce their valuations by up to £1000
due to wear and tear.
– Repairing even superficial damage caused by stone
chips can cost between £300 - £1500. Even modest
DIY repairs such as touching up dents and marks can
negatively affect valuations.
– Replacing rubber seals and repairing UV damage to both
paint work and upholstery can again be at great cost in
both time and money.
– Repairs can take anything from 2 days to 2 weeks.

“Caravans are expensive,
maintaining their
condition & repairing
them is not cheap”
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UNIVERSAL
TOWING
PROTECTOR

tow pro lite

Designing anything for a second time usually means you have experience to learn from
and with our second generation universal fit towing cover, we did exactly that. With a
clean piece of paper we started all over and achieved something amazing. We made it better.
Redesigned with more features and more benefits, the Tow Pro Lite fits caravans with 2
awning channels up to 2.5m wide. The best universal protective towing cover just got better.

IN-FOCUS FEATURES

T-FIT
SYSTEM DESIGN

DAY & NIGHT
VISIBILITY

PROVEN
MATERIAL

A-FRAME
SEAL

Our previous design used 5 pieces and
took time to assemble. This new 1 piece
construction, ‘double vented’ design allows for
quick and easy fitting - a huge improvement.

Road safety and legality is paramount.
With our exclusive ‘push activated’ LED EYE
LIGHTS and use of Hi-Viz reflective material,
now your caravan remains visible all the time.

Using our best-selling, durable
STORMSHIELD + fabric, this improved
material choice can offer greater
protection from impact damage and is
perfect for the job.

To ensure TOW PRO LITE fits a range of
caravan styles and shapes, this stretchy
waterproof seal hugs around any A-Frame,
keeping dirt from getting under the cover.

*The Tow Pro Lite is only available to purchase from dealers.
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FOR MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION, VISIT:
WWW.SPECIALISEDCOVERS.COM
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TAILORED
TOWING
PROTECTOR
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tow pro

If there is one thing that sets us apart from the rest, it’s our ability to design tailored covers.
We have completely re-imagined our tailored towing protector range and have not just
evolved them but we have revolutionised the concept with TOW PRO. This standardised
entry-level design is tailored to your caravan. We’ve included new design features and
innovations to make the cover easier to fit, perform as it should and give you the peace of
mind you’d expect.

IN-FOCUS FEATURES

PROVEN
MATERIAL

QUICK FIT
CLIPS

CLEAR
EYES

ELASTIC
WINGS

Using our best-selling, durable, STORMSHIELD
+ fabric, we believe this improved material
choice can offer greater protection from
impact damage and is perfect for the job.

This neat little solution enables you to hook
the elasticated clips to the valance and keeps
the lower part of the cover firmly in place and
under tension, so dirt can’t get underneath.

As each cover is designed and tailored to your
caravan, we’re able to utilise the original lights
and create a refined detail that ensures your
cover is safe and road legal.

This innovative solution of stretchy elasticated
‘wings’ allows the give you need to fit the cover
into both awning channels, and keeps tension
across the cover whilst in transit.

FOR MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION, VISIT:
WWW.SPECIALISEDCOVERS.COM
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TAILORED
TOWING
PROTECTOR
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tow pro +

For those who want that little extra, TOW PRO + gives you everything you’ll find on
the TOW PRO, along with the opportunity to customise your cover to how you want it.
With options to add the convenient tailored features of Locker Box Access and our Easy
Grab System, as well as a choice of colours to match your style, this innovative cover means
you can create a protective towing cover you’re truly proud of and want to use time and time
again.

IN-FOCUS FEATURES

PROVEN
MATERIAL

LOCKER BOX
ACCESS

CHOOSE YOUR
COLOUR

EASY GRAB
SYSTEM

Using our best-selling, durable, STORMSHIELD +
fabric, we believe this improved material
choice can offer greater protection from impact
damage and is perfect for the job.

Sometimes, even when you’re all hitched up
and ready to go, there’ll always be one last
thing you want to check. You can access your
locker box without removing the cover.

Match your car? Choose your team’s colours?
Stand out from the rest. With 4 colours to
choose from, you can customise the centre
panel element to a colour of your liking.

With grab handle access points tailored to your
cover, you are able to manoeuvre your caravan
either on to the tow hitch, or when you arrive
on-site with your cover on.

FOR MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION, VISIT:
WWW.SPECIALISEDCOVERS.COM
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TAILORED
BODY ARMOURED
TOWING PROTECTOR
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tow pro elite

We’re so proud of this product and the attention to detail of this design, there was only
ever one name we could have called it. TOW PRO ELITE is truly the ultimate when it comes
to towing protection for your caravan. Designed for the harsh terrain of the Australian
Outback, these covers are used by both Bailey and Swift Australia, and use our exclusive
Body Armour material for unrivalled protection. Each cover is tailored to your caravan and
boasts a host of features you’ll love.

IN-FOCUS FEATURES

BODY ARMOUR
MATERIAL

EASY GRAB
SYSTEM

ZIPPED WINDOW
ACCESS

ELASTIC
WINGS

A waterproof, extremely durable, UV stabilised
and protective PVC outer layer, backed to a
soft, non-scratch Velcrotex 8mm fleece-lined
foam material for heavy impact absorption.

With grab handle access points tailored to your
cover, you are able to manoeuvre your caravan
either on to the tow hitch, or when you arrive
on-site with your cover on.

During those longer journeys where overnight
stops and lengthy breaks are needed, you
can now fold the window section of the cover
down enabling daylight to fill your caravan.

This innovative solution of stretchy, elasticated
‘wings’ allows the give you need to fit the cover
into both awning channels, and keeps tension
across the cover whilst in transit.

FOR MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION, VISIT:
WWW.SPECIALISEDCOVERS.COM
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TAILORED CARAVAN
STORAGE COVER

caravan cover

The Tailored Caravan Cover has a Velcro door and optional Locker Box access to gain access
to your caravan with minimal fuss whilst in storage. Buckle fastening straps pass under the
van to secure the cover and protect it from the outside elements and the ravages of winter.
Allowances are made for TV aerials etc. The cover effectively prevents leaks, provides
protection from UV rays, protects from bird droppings, rubber degradation, corrosion
and streaking from acid rain, therefore saving time that would otherwise be spent on
maintenance.

IN-FOCUS FEATURES
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NON-SCRATCH
MATERIAL

COLOUR OPTIONS

BEST OF BOTH

DOOR ACCESS

Our material has a soft non-scratch backing
which prevents any marks or rubbing on the
surface of your caravan. Careful preparation
before fitting the cover ensures your
caravan remains in pristine condition whilst
being stored.

We offer our covers in 3 colours to bring
diversity to the range. You can choose the
colours for your centre panel and side panels
with all our covers coming complete with
fitting kit and instructions.

We have designed a material that isn’t just
water resistant like our competitors, it is fully
waterproof and breathable. We have combined
the best of both, keeping your caravan
protected from excessive wintry conditions
and able to allow dew to dry.

All caravan covers come with door allowance,
A-frame and storage bag as standard.
The covers also come with extendable fitting
poles to assist you with getting the cover over
the roof. All caravan covers come with a
3 year fabric guarantee and 1 year
manufacturers warranty.

FOR MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION, VISIT:
WWW.SPECIALISEDCOVERS.COM
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TAILORED MOTORHOME
STORAGE COVER

motorhome cover

Our Motorhome Covers are suitable for use all year round; however, we find 90% of our
customers mainly use their covers for winter storage, but it’s up to each customer how they
want to use their cover. During the winter months, the cover will provide protection from
frost damage, tree sap, UV degradation, rotting rubber seals, black marks appearing on
the side of your motorhome, and algae growing on your roof. The covers are available in 3
colours and have a 3 year guarantee. Our covers will protect your investment, preserving its
condition and minimise any future depreciation.

IN-FOCUS FEATURES
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CHOOSE YOUR
COLOUR

NON-SCRATCH
MATERIAL

BREATHABLE
FABRIC

FULLY
TAILORED

We offer our covers in 3 colours to bring
diversity to the range. You can choose the
colours for your centre panel and side panels
with all our covers coming complete with
fitting kit and instructions.

We take a lot of pride in our work and the
customer service we offer. The best bit is,
it’s recognised by our very happy customers!
Why not read their reviews on the independent
review website TrustPilot?

The material we use isn’t just water resistant it’s fully waterproof and breathable. We’ve
combined the best of both, keeping your
motorhome protected from wintry conditions
whilst enabling dew to dry.

As with anything, if you pro-actively look after
something and look after it well, you are going
to preserve it’s condition. Protecting your
caravan is no different - better the condition,
better the return when you trade it in.

FOR MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION, VISIT:
WWW.SPECIALISEDCOVERS.COM
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OVERVIEW TOW PRO PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
CENTRE PANELS

“The covers we create
are completely bespoke.
We work around each
curve and angle, with
meticulous precision,
to ensure a Specialised
cover that fits as well
as a tailor made suit.”

tow pro lite

COVER STYLE

CONSTRUCTION

MATERIAL USED TO
CREATE THE COVER

Any caravan with 2
awning channels and no
wider than 2.5m
(Please check with sales team
if you have a foreign van)

Universal

One piece
construction
T-FIT SYSTEM

Stormshield and
Stormshield +

Dark Grey

All UK caravan models
2012 onwards

Tailored

One piece
construction

Stormshield, Stormshield +
and Elite

All UK caravan models
2012 onwards

Tailored

One piece
construction

One piece
construction

TO FIT WHICH CARAVAN

SIDE PANELS

STANDARD GRAPHICS

ALLOWANCE FOR LIGHTS

Black

White single colour vinyl logo

Push button
LED EYE LIGHTS™
and full height Hi-Viz
reflective strips

Dark Grey

Black

White single colour vinyl logo

CLEAR EYES™ to allow
for caravan’s own lights
to shine through

Stormshield, Stormshield +
and Elite

Choose from 4 centre colours black, grey, green, navy blue

Choose from 2 side colours
- black or grey

White single colour vinyl logo

CLEAR EYES™ to allow
for caravan’s own lights
to shine through

Elite and BODY ARMOUR - super
strong thick foam for heavy impact
absorption, extremely durable,
waterproof PVC outer layer. UV
protective and soft non scratch
Velcrotex fleece lined material

Choose from 2 centre colours
- black or grey

Choose from 2 side colours
- black or grey

White single colour vinyl logo

CLEAR EYES™ to allow
for caravan’s own lights
to shine through

tow pro

tow pro +

tow pro elite
All UK caravan models
2012 onwards
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CENTRE PANELS

Tailored

FOR MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION, VISIT:
WWW.SPECIALISEDCOVERS.COM
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OVERVIEW TOW PRO PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
COVER MATERIAL

ELASTICATED WINGS

FULL HEIGHT ZIP FOR FITTING

ADJUSTABLE STRAPS

STORAGE BAGS

COVER COVERAGE

CARE & MAINTENANCE

No

No

STRAP N CLICK™ on either side of the
caravan. One around the A-Frame and
two to go around each steady

Comes complete with it’s
own storage bag for
when not in use

Protects the lower caravan
front windows over 85%
coverage up to the gutter line

Wipe with a soft cloth with warm
water and a gentle detergent.
Allow to air dry

Yes

Yes

One around the A-Frame and
QUICK FIT CLIPS™ which fasten to
the caravan valence

Comes complete with it’s
own storage bag for
when not in use

Protects the lower caravan
front windows over 85%
coverage up to the gutter line

Wipe with a soft cloth with warm
water and a gentle detergent.
Allow to air dry

Yes

Yes

One around the A-Frame and
QUICK FIT CLIPS™ which fasten to
the caravan valence

Comes complete with it’s
own storage bag for
when not in use

Protects the lower caravan
front windows over 85%
coverage up to the gutter line

Yes

Yes

One around the A-Frame and
QUICK FIT CLIPS™ which fasten to
the caravan valence

Comes complete with it’s
own storage bag for
when not in use

Protects the lower caravan
front windows over 85%
coverage up to the gutter line

tow pro lite

LOCKER BOX ACCESS

GRAB HANDLE ACCESS

Wipe with a soft cloth with warm
water and a gentle detergent.
Allow to air dry

Already included in cover

Already included in cover

Wipe with a soft cloth with warm
water and a gentle detergent.
Allow to air dry

Already included in the cover

Already included in the cover

ZIPPED WINDOW ACCESS

tow pro

tow pro +

tow pro elite
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FOR MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION, VISIT:
WWW.SPECIALISEDCOVERS.COM

Already included in the cover
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INTERESTED?
PLACE YOUR ORDER
IT’S EASY...
To learn more & buy online, visit our website:
www.specialisedcovers.com
To talk to our sales team & order over the phone:
Call 01943 864 646

AS USED & APPROVED BY

Official Suppliers
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Official Suppliers

Official Suppliers

Official Suppliers
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